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**True revolutionaries**

**Chemist discovers method**

**Poof! Rubbish turns to oil**

PITTSBURGH (AP)—If an experiment being conducted by the U.S. Bureau of Mines succeeds, the bag of garbage and trash a householder throws out every evening may become worth its weight in oil.

But not to the householder. The "discovery" of oil in solid waste won't make anyone rich but it might go some way toward solving the nation's trash disposal problems.

Scientists at the Bureau of Mines research laboratories 14 miles from here already know how to make heavy oil out of garbage. Now they are trying to find out the most economic way to do so and how to refine the black goo to make it useful.

The process was discovered by accident about a year ago by Dr. Herbert Appell and Dr. Irving Wender, chemists for the bureau. Dr. Appell said he was trying to find a way to turn coal into oil when he found that one process would also turn cellulose into oil.

Dr. Appell said he did not think of applying the process to garbage until last September when research coordinator John Toaff made the suggestion. Since then, his experiments with the garbage have taken priority over the experiments with coal.

Right now there is a big interest in waste disposal, Dr. Appell said, "and we expect the priority to continue."

Dr. Appell and Dr. Wender say they have the process pretty well worked out but are trying to find the best and least expensive method.

The Bureau's experimental garbage is stored in refrigerated bins to prevent decomposition and then it is shredded and combined with water. When it is to be processed it is placed into steel pressure vessels along with carbon monoxide, and the heat and pressure turned up.

It is processed about an hour and allowed to cool. The heavy oil, which is almost a solid at room temperature, is extracted with a solvent. The solvent is boiled away, leaving the crude oil by itself.

One hundred pounds of garbage can produce two gallons of the heavy oil.

Two major considerations still are being studied by Dr. Appell and Dr. Wender and staff. One is how the oil can be used. In its crude form, the oil is virtually useless heat, say Dr. Appell and Wender, with the proper refining it could be used as a low grade fuel oil.

The chemists say the oil will have the advantage of being almost completely sulfur free so when burned it will not produce one of the most noxious of pollutants—sulfur fumes.

**Council split on providing SIU services**

By Nathan Jones

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Mixed opinion over a proposal to study the costs of furnishing SIU with city services headed the informal meeting of the Carbondale City Council Tuesday night.

Councilman William Eaton, who is out of town this week, expressed his views in a letter which was read to the Council. Eaton stated he is opposed to the proposal and believes the survey should be dropped for at least one year.

Councilman Hans Fischer agreed with Eaton that the proposal should be dropped.

"A survey of this type could have long reaching, detrimental effects to the city and SIU," Fischer said. "Research is needed on what type of findings a study of this type might produce. Fischer added, "It might be harder to get the state legislature to pass impact legislation with the survey," Fischer continued.

"I'm opposed to anything which is not of critical importance that would take us away from the university from the city," Fischer said. "We need to do everything we can to work in cooperation with SIU," he added, "because the only way to solve problems is to work together."

The problems of this community are too great for either the city or the University to solve by itself, Fischer said.

Mayor David Keene explained that he had taken an entire different view from Fischer or Eaton of what a survey of this type could provide.

Keene said he is not buying President Morris' statement that the University administration will help the city on Carbondale gas projects if the city will provide funds from the Illinois legislature. Keene based his statement on what the SIU administration has done in the past to help Carbondale get funds for being located near a state institution of higher learning.

Councilman Archie Jones said that he could not see how the study could do the cause (giving the rest of the SIU campus at least) as much good as it could do some harm.

Jones added that he hopes neither the city or the SIU administration will let services that one has done for the other. "I don't see the value of either side doing it," he said.

"It's a devil of a problem," said Mr. Keene and air our causes and needs and if we can't get responses then we'll take action," Jones added.

**Egyptian schedule**

Today's issue of the Daily Egyptian is the last issue of winter quarter. However, we will return to issue on March 31, with regular daily publications.

The Egyptian's business office will be open during the rest of final's week through springbreak 8 a.m., to noon and 1-5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

The deadline for advertising for the first issue of the spring quarter is a noon Friday, March 27.
Child Development Lab helps self-concept formation

by Linda Smith

There is one laboratory on SIU's campus where the exact activities are not the subject of investigation.

If you've ever passed the play yard in back of the Home Economics Building, you may have noticed a group of three-year-olds actively engaged in running, jumping, pushing and pouting. You may have even heard the domain of the children's voices which sometimes manage to transcend the windows into the classrooms located in the Home Economics Building. These voices belong to the children enrolled in the Child Development Laboratory operated by the Home and Family Department under the direction of Mrs. Melva Ponson.

To the average observer who views these miniatures from behind a fenced-in play yard or through the observation window, the three-year-old is at times an object of delight, unexpected surprises and staunch observance.

"Community Involvement" is the theme set for the Midwest Regional Conference for Teachers of Exceptional Children this week in Joliet. Approximately 150 people will participate in the conference representing six universities. Elmer Clark, associate director of Teacher Corps at SIU, will speak.

Universities to be represented are: University of Minnesota at Minneapolis; St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minn.; Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa; University of Idaho at Moscow; University of Missouri at Kansas City, and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

The conference will involve five classifications of participants: internal being trained as teachers, community leaders, school leaders, university staff, and school personnel.

The first general session will begin at 1:30 p.m. Friday with welcoming addresses by Elmer Clark, dean of the College of Education at SIU; and Dick Graham, national director of the Teacher Corps at Washington.

Statements of position on social worth will be given by a panel of community leaders from Cairo, Ill. They will include Leslie Cram, superintendent of schools; Pernell Thomas, mayor; Peter Swine, also a community leader; and Board Chairman Harry Cunningham, manager of the P.J., Hirsch Department Store. Melvin Moore, associate professor of education, will moderate the panel discussion.

At 9 a.m. Sunday, Mrs. Irma Sephas, national community leader for Teacher Corps, Fort Worth, Tex., will address the group on community involvement. She will be followed by closing remarks from Fred Sloan, director of Teacher Corps at SIU.

Fishes, 'Beds, and a Complete New Course in EcolosJul and Chemicals. The new course in ecocide, offered this spring, will include a 10-month quarter. The faculty members, five graduate assistants and a computer, will teach a course at SIU this spring. The course, "Survival of Man," was a sellout almost as soon as it was announced.

Eighty undergraduates have enrolled for the experimental General Studies course to study "ecocide" described as "the murder of the environment." The course is actually a package of four two-hour units. Students enrolled must take all four units in the same quarter. They will get a slam-bang introduction to ecocide, from air, soil and water pollution to desertification, and much more. The course will be taught in the Recitation building on campus.

The first week will include a "presentation that will depict the heaven-or-hell choice facing man in his environment." Lecture sessions will be in the computerized "student responding" hall, where students are individually asked questions and their responses are fed to a data center in Schenectady, N.Y. Members of the faculty teaching team, whose specialties range from fine arts to the internal combustion engine, will meet with smaller groups in the same setting at a later date.

Four "Special Survival's of Man," is a fore-runner to an environmental course being added to SIU's General Studies curriculum in the wake of galloping concern over ecological crises. General Studies is a preparatory sequence of basic courses which all SIU undergraduates must complete before entering a specialized major in the junior and senior years.

Other General Studies courses are being added to SIU's General Studies curriculum in the wake of galloping concern over ecological crises. General Studies is a preparatory sequence of basic courses which all SIU undergraduates must complete before entering a specialized major in the junior and senior years.

The faculty members, five graduate assistants and a computer, will teach a course at SIU this spring. The course, "Survival of Man," was a sellout almost as soon as it was announced.

Eighty undergraduates have enrolled for the experimental General Studies course to study "ecocide" described as "the murder of the environment." The course is actually a package of four two-hour units. Students enrolled must take all four units in the same quarter. They will get a slam-bang introduction to ecocide, from air, soil and water pollution to desertification, and much more. The course will be taught in the Recitation building on campus.

The first week will include a "presentation that will depict the heaven-or-hell choice facing man in his environment." Lecture sessions will be in the computerized "student responding" hall, where students are individually asked questions and their responses are fed to a data center in Schenectady, N.Y. Members of the faculty teaching team, whose specialties range from fine arts to the internal combustion engine, will meet with smaller groups in the same setting at a later date.
Today's activities on campus

**Crab Orchard Kennel Club**
- Dog obedience class, 7-9:30 p.m., Muckelroy Arena
- Intramural Recreation 3:10-3:30 p.m., Pulliam Hall Gym and Weight Room, 7-11 p.m., Pulliam Hall Pool

**American Chemical Society**
- Meeting with J.K. Thomas, Chemical Division, Argonne National Laboratory, speaker, 8-10:30 p.m., Physical Science Building, Room 218

**University Center Staff Meeting**
- 10 a.m., University Center, Mississippi Room
- Traffic Appeals Panel, 12 noon, 6 p.m., University Center, Kaskaskia Room

**Finals Week Activities**
- Movie, "Lilith," 8:30 and 10:30 p.m., University Center Ballroom, No Admission Charge, Free Coffee, 10:30 p.m.-2 a.m., University Center, Oasis Room

**LAST DAY AT THE VARSITY**
- SHOW TIMES: 2:00-3:45, 5:30-7:15, 9:00
- NOMINATED FOR TWO ACADEMY AWARDS
- STARRING PETER FONDA, DENNIS HOPPER
- DIRECTED BY WALTER THOMPSON

**THURSDAY THE VARSITY**
- SHOW TIMES: 2:10-2:40, 6:30-8:40
- "Camille 2000," the new "Camille"
- "Caprice," beautifully colored, first full season in Roman pads filled with active swingers"
- BY P.T. Thomas

**SPECIAL**
- Wednesday Afternoon
- THE BITTER LEMON
- NO COVER
- **BONEY NIGHT**
- **BLUE**
- **NO COVER**
- **FRI NIGHT**
- **SATURDAY NIGHT AND ALL DURING BREAK**
- **LEGEND**
- **NO COVER**

**TIME TO CELEBRATE AT BONAPARTE'S**

**THE FINAL ANSWER**

**TIME TO CELEBRATE AT BONAPARTE'S**

**SPECIAL**
- Wednesday Afternoon
- THE BITTER LEMON
- NO COVER
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Letter

IGA helped antipollutioners

To the Daily Egyptian:

This past Saturday, I was fortunate to take part in the first of a series of actions aimed at combating excessive packaging. The broad aim is to reduce pollution and save the environment.

Myself and several others took our campaign to Boren's IGA. We had several signs on excessive packaging and we handed out leaflets with details of excessive packaging.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr. and Mrs. Reuscher for their permission to distribute our information in front of their store. Their interest and cooperation should be matched by other Carbondale merchants, Mr. and Mrs. Reuscher will be happy to know that they have joined the ranks of UNESCO, President Nixon, countless millions, Arthur Godfrey and here in Carbondale, the Environmental Committee. Our attack is on pollution and we aim to preserve our environment.

Unfortunately there were some people who looked upon us as "dirty hippies." Some did not even care to read our message. Our message was this: If we all do not do something immediately to control the excessive desire for gaudy and unnecessary packaging, the convenience of non-returnable bottles--our country sides will be covered with garbage and rubbish. It is only the beginning.

In case you readers still do not understand, ponder this: Americans throw away more than 30,000,000 tons of paper, 4,000,000 tons of plastic, 48,000,000,000 cans (more than 240 per person), and 28,000,000,000 bottles and jars (more than 130 per person).

All of this equals about 100 pounds of solid waste per person per day (U.S. Public Health Service figures).

You--the average man--must commit yourself 100% to fighting pollution of all forms. Start in your own home, now.

If you don't want to worry about former Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev's prediction of Communist burying us--we will bury ourselves--in refuse!

Ronald M. Mangano
Doctoral Student

Editor's Note

The Daily Egyptian has many letters which have not yet been published, and many letters which have not been verified. If you have submitted a letter which has not been published, come to the Daily Egyptian, building 085, and pick it up. The editor has been unable to verify many letters which, due to space shortage, will not be held and published at the beginning of spring quarter.

Letter

Don't blame scientist for man's mistakes

To the Daily Egyptian:

This is in reply to the letter by James K. Potter in the March 10, 1970, issue of the Daily Egyptian, titled 'Future looks scary.'

I ask you, Mr. Potter, where would you be without the scientists of today? Scientists are concerned with the processes--the rains and the whims of the events of the world. From their own technology comes order and puts what the scientists find out to work.

The world would be at a stand still if we were not for the scientists. It is a man who puts these discoveries and advancements into operation. It is man that must be blamed if they are used the wrong way, as they are in many cases. Therefore, I can say also, Mr. Potter, "I too am scared," but I am scared of man, not of the scientists.

Rollin R. Nordtrop
Senior
Elementary Education
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Letter

Sick must yield to healthy

To the Daily Egyptian:

Those individuals, including incidental students and faculty, who have, accidently reading the Daily Egyptian, or other Southern Illinois newspapers, some knowledge of the issues which the University is presently trying to exonerate itself on have an idea also of the national and international issues of which those explicitly responsible are trying to exonerate themselves. In the inference is not immediately recognizable by the reader. It serves its function of eliminating eyes that look but never see. To the brothers and sisters involved in the struggle I now address you.

The reasonable need be frightened. You must now beware of the devices by which it will try to destroy you. It will label you as following the passion and not your head. That is only because it is a sick who cannot cope with your energy. This is precisely why it is reasonable. One must govern oneself according to the maxim "dialogue precedes action." Remember brothers, one must be cautious of even the Philosophy Department.

The sick do not realize it is the effect of their own reasonableness and not only the cause of our own energy that we struggle. They want us to lose our health and enter the asylum of discourse so their doctors can work on us. Therefore, we continue to struggle, which is the same as to act. For the most we act, the healthier we get; the reasonable in turn get sicker. The time will come when all the sick will finally die. Only then will we be not only fully healthy but live in a state of health.

One must also be on guard for the imposers. We attempters are sometimes deceived by the sudden burst of quanta of energy emanating from those who were healthy but are now dying. They poison us by talking our passionate language but living the sick life. They cannot be trusted because they are trying to abreagize our energy and replace it with disease. We visioenerics can spot the imposters of health. Once we only have to watch how and where they walk.

Also remember the healthy person struggles never fights. And only fighters hesitates. We struggle because we are united against the oppressor. The oppressor fights back, the oppressor is the one who is hesitant. The hesitance of sickly reasonable fighters.

Remember, the sick organism maximizes its reasonableness which is manifested by its expendability nature. Don't you see? They are not even healthy enough to act towards us in a viruous manner. Their one iota of energy is directed only to themselves, but when this is turned back upon themselves, only serves to make them sick. A sick person cannot cure himself. He must be cured by another. He must be annihilated to be cured. How can one annihilate the sick? By learning from them, one can cure them. By returning their expendability in a healthy form one can annihilate the sickly expedience. All of us passionate people are united in this healthy struggle. All passions represent a part of the struggle, what matter if they differ? For any state of health to exist all the sick must be annihilated. They cannot exonerate themselves, we are too healthy to let them. The power we represent is charged from by our oppressors. But do you see the contradiction? The sick cannot oppose the healthy. The sick can only oppose the healthy. We have only to breathe in their face and they will be annihilated. The time is now to breathe.

Stephen Dassin
Senior
Philosophy
Protestors: no notion of best

To the Daily Egyptian:

Should the leaders of the Center for Vietnamese Studies and Programs last summer, SUU, has been rocked with controversy and surrounding objectives, both explicit and implicit, of the center. As Vietnam is involved with fascination the unfolding of each new event in the continuing struggle among the various points of view. We look with envy at the entire U.S. political system, in which any individual may make his case and often albeit lengthy to make his particular beliefs known to others, without any real fear of repression or any form of persecution.

In Vietnam, absolutely no political dissents is allowed north of the seventeenth parallel, on pain of death and very little real dissent is tolerated south of it. We, as Vietnamese, are in position to appreciate this precious freedom which you Americans take for granted.

We do not criticize you for prosecuting against the Vietnamese, courageous and insane, even when waged for the most noble of causes. We do not criticize you for taking so many of their freedoms which you are so quick to abuse. Your ability to do this is but another mark of your country’s greatness.

We criticize you for attacking the Center for Vietnamese Studies and Programs in the name of helping the Vietnamese people to realize “the American system”, an “authoritarian government.” We maintain that you who throw rocks and brickbats at the center have not the slightest notion of what course of action is in the best interests of the Vietnamese people. We criticize you for trying to destroy an organization which is trying to develop long-overdue academic expertise about a small corner of the world, the absence of which has already cost your nation billions of dollars and thousands of lives.

Finally, we criticize you for refusing to acknowledge your nation’s share of the responsibility in helping to put back together the pieces of a small country which, partially through policy-decisions made in your country, was chosen as the main battlefield between the world’s warring ideologies.

We believe that since your government is partially responsible for the devastation in our country, it is logical that it is assume part of the responsibility for putting the pieces back together again. The U.S. government has already acknowledged this responsibility, as have numerous institutions of higher-learning in the U.S., including SUU. For this, we applaud your government and the various universities. If the Center for Vietnamese Studies and Programs at SUU is able to develop a degree of desperately needed expertise in an area long devoid of knowledgeable voices, it will have accomplished more than all the dissidents, protesters and self- styled “elites” combined.

We understand your fear of losing the university’s freedom and independence. But do you have any constructive suggestions or alternatives?

N. T. Ngoc-Phuong
Senior Language
Nguyen Hoong-Cuc
Senior Sociology

Student workers get shaft

To the Daily Egyptian:

I read an article in the Daily Egyptian stating that the University is in need of some 200 student workers. I was surprised to see this, because in a school with an enrollment of over 25,000 one would think there would be a drastic shortage of jobs. Upon further investigation, it was easily seen why students find these jobs undesirable.

First of all, the hourly scale of $1.45 is hardly worth the work one must do to obtain it. To pay for tuition, room and board a student would have to work 38.7 hours a week. Obviously, this would be impossible for anyone who seriously planned on maintaining the 5.0 grade average to stay in school. Secondly, the increase in housing over the past three years has made the student a low priority in student pay, it is hardly proportional.

As if this isn’t enough to turn students off many jobs have been cut. For example, a maintenance worker must sign a contract and agree to a four-quarter saying he will work a minimum of 12-hour days over break. And does the hourly rate go up for 40 hour 12-hour days? Of course not.

To be even more ridiculous the student worker is charged $2 a day for housing, nearly one-half a day’s earnings! And after each 140-day, which is from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., the student worker has a nice little walk to Campus Park or wherever the administration has decided to put students up. This is because you are not allowed to stay in your own room, but instead you are crammed into a hallway in some distant dorm for the rest of your fellow workers. The sleep you get on the carpet is more refreshing. Another problem arises when spending a break working at SUU. There is no food available other than the Shaft Woods Hall. Most of the time you will go hungry because the walk is too much.

John Murray, area business manager of Thompson Point, was most helpful when a student worker asked him the problem. He indicated a good solution would be to quit the job.

What I ask is that over spring break students seriously consider working at a proper job. An employer will fill up those vacancies. We want you to go the traditional way of screwing the students.

Rob Davis
R.A.
Student Worker
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**Pork Chops**

- Mixed Rib & Tenderloin Center Cut
- First Cut Chops
- **78¢** lb.

**Ground Beef**

- Family Pak 5-LB. Pkg. or Larger
- LEAN
- Family Pak 4-LB. Pkg. or Larger
- Ground Chuck
- **55¢** lb.

**Fully Cooked Ham**

- Hunter or Krey
- Shank Portion 6-9 lb. avg.
- Shank Half or Butt Portion . lb...58¢

**Prices effective March 18 thru March 21, 1970.**

---

**BOLD DETERGENT**

**KING SIZE**

- **99¢** WITH COUPON

---

**TIGER BRAND COFFEE**

- Reg.-Drip-Electric Perk
- 2L. CAN **99¢** WITH COUPON

---

**ALL PURPOSE RED POTATOES**

- 20 LB BAG **99¢**

---

**Wonder Bread**

- White
- 4-20 OZ. LOAVES **$1.00**

---

**Dixie Snacks & Onion Rings**

- 4 CANS **$1.00**

---

**Flavor House Dry Roasted Peanuts**

- **39¢**

---

**COMET CLEANER**

- Reg. Size 10c
- **WITH COUPON**

---

**Pre-Soak BIZ**

- Reg. Size 18c
- **WITH COUPON**

---

**Ivory**

- 4-ct. pkg. **18¢**
- **WITH COUPON**

---
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The age of Sagittarius

Photos by

Ralph R. Kyllöe Jr.
Eastland says press employs "hatchet men"

WASHINGTON (AP)—Sen. James O. Eastland, D-Miss., told the Senate Tuesday a vegetable grower and "professional hatchet men" in an attempt to "see [the Senate] through the jungle," according to Judge G. Donald Johnson, D-Miss., who took the stand in support of Carwell, President Nixon's Supreme Court nominee.

Eastland said the witnesses were seen but not heard. He said the witnesses would explain that Carwell is mediocre and insensitive to minority groups. Looking up from his speech, Eastland snapped at alocator on his desk, Eastland declared: "They are determined to prevent the President's nominee giving balance to the Supreme Court..."

The Senate, including Sen. John Stennis, D-Miss., asked Carwell to change his stance on integration of the armed forces, a position which would defeat the nomination.

Eastland said that Carwell, "in a lawyer's lawyer and a five judge's judge, a man of the law.

The Senate was called to order by the "Great Defender," Eastland was said to have said in order to take a balanced vote of the Constitution and the law while the "high federal judiciary is practicing what it preaches in the construction" of "constitutional law.

Cambodians, South Vietnamese battle V.C. together

SAIGON (AP)—South Vietnamese artillery was reported Tuesday to have gone to the aid of Cambodian soldiers trying to drive Viet Cong forces from their soil. A Cambodian official asked for the support of U.S. officials in Chau Doc Provence, where the artillery is located, said they believed it to be an unprecedented display of support for Cambodian-Cambodian cooperation against the Viet Cong.

The latest fighting with South Vietnamese artillery support resulted in the killing of 103 miles west of Saigon in the Mekong Delta as Cambodian troops tried to push back 1,000 Cong troops across the border, Associated Press correspondent in Chau Doc reported.

The Cambodian government has given the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese until dawn Sunday to get out of Saigon.

Rightly reliable information told Arnett that during the operation, a Cambodian official in radio contact with the chief of South Vietnam's Air Defense Command was reported to be an adjoining Cambodian. He asked for the artillery support.

Boyle defended on miner's pension increase

WASHINGTON (AP)—A former trustee of the United Mine Workers' pension fund today defended U.S. President W. A. Tony Boyle's action in increasing pension payments to miners prior to his re-election bid.

Can. Boyle, who was one of three trustees, said he voted along with Boyle to increase monthly pension payments from $115 to $150 with the understanding that the third trustee, who was not present, also favored the increases.

However, Judy said in testimony before the Senate labor subcommittee on the UM, he feels the union's welfare and retraining fund could support the increase in payments, amounting to $30 million, without cutting the miners' benefits. He was asked by the committee chairman Harrison W. Williams Jr., D-Ill., if the thought of the increase would have any bearing on workers organized through on June 24, 1969, in an effort to influence some 70,000 pensioners who would be eligible to vote in the union's election last November, December, Judy said: "At the time, and looking back, I would do the same thing today.

Judy, former president of the UM trustees, said Boyle had been a mining industry increase of increasing pension

Hijackers given asylum in Cambodia

SIHANOUKVILLE, Cambod- dia (AP)—Cambodian navy tugboats towed a hijacked Cathay Pacific plane to the port of Sattahip on Monday.

The Cambodian navy allowed no one to approach the Columbia Eagle, not even the Cambodian mining company, Sihanouville, Sam Hy.

Later, the two seamen who are reported to have seized the American liner as a protest against the war in Viet- nam, said they wanted the skipper, Capt. Donald A. Swan, Portland, Ore., to return to the ship.

A U.S. Embassy spokesman said two of the seamen had been granted asylum and are being flown to Phnom Penh.

Swan apparently will make arrangements for departure for Thailand with the 3400 tons of bombs aboard ship. The hijackers are said to have wanted to leave.

On board, the crew of the Columbia Eagle appeared to be working, Smoke from the funnel drifted over the glassy waters of the harbor. The master, Hy, said the ship seemed to have engine trouble.

Hy, said he and the skipper were to be flown from Phnom Penh to Bangkok and "they would not let me approach." However, in a statement filed later, Miss Roche objected to the order.

Boyle, who had said he would not oppose the increase in his pocket book and that of Judy in power, said he would still go through.

In a statement filed later, Miss Roche objected to the order.

Conrad Optical

Service available for most while you wait

Closed Thurs. at noon - Open until 8 p.m. Monday night.

Eye Examinations

Reasonable Prices

Contact Lenses

Sunglasses

Mod Styles Available

Gold Rims

Ask the Man

from Equitable

about LIVING

Insurance

Family Style

Save theirs in the United States

411 S. Illinois Dr. Lee M. Jett, Optometrist 457-8919

16th and Monroe, Herrin Dr. Conrad Optometrist 942-5560
Washington (AP) — The Army announced today that Maj. General William E. supply, Fort Snell superintend- dent, and 13 other officers have been charged with dereliction of duty and other charges in connection with the alleged My Lai massacre. The charges were announced during a news conference at the Pentagon today.

The Army's announcement came on the heels of a report released by the Senate Select Committee on Military Relations, which found that the Army had failed to adequately investigate the massacre.

The Army stated that the charges were filed after an exhaustive investigation by the Army's Criminal Investigation Command. The investigation included interviews with witnesses, review of documents, and reconstruction of the events.

The charges include failure to obey regulations, dereliction of duty, and false statements.

The investigation found that the Army had failed to properly investigate the massacre and that senior officers had been aware of the disturbance for weeks, but took no action.

The Army has also been criticized for its handling of the investigation and for the treatment of soldiers involved in the massacre.

Washington (AP) — The Army has released a report on the investigation of the My Lai massacre.

The report found that the Army did not adequately investigate the massacre and that senior officers had been aware of the disturbance for weeks, but took no action.
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EASTER BEGINS

**LADIES MINI MIDI MAXI COATS AND TOPPERS**

**$11 to $22**

**MEN'S DRESS SLIPONS or OXFORDS ENGLISH**

- "MOC" VAMP
- Lifewear Soles

**Choose Antique Brown or Black Smooth**

- Sizes: 6½ to 12 **$6.00 - $7.99**

**BOYS' SINGLE OR DOUBLE BREASTED**

**SUITS**

Reg. $15.97 & $17.97

**$13.88**

**SPORT COATS**

Reg. $11.97 & $13.97

**$9.88**

**SPORT SHIRTS**

Pernia Press

Reg. $5.97 & $7.97

3 for $3.99

**$2.99**

**MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT SPORT COATS**

Reg. $19.97

**$14.99**

**MEN'S DRESS SLACKS**

Reg. $6.99

**$4.88**

**GIRLS PATENT EASTER DRESS SHOES**

Compares $3.99

**$2.97**

**FREE CREST!**

**$2.00**

Cash Refund Offer

By mail from Proctor & Gamble on $3.98 or tube Crest toothpaste. Write Crest and state you wish to return Crest for $2.00 refund. Offer expires March 21, 1970

**$2.60 SIZE**

Lit Home Permanent

- Push Button

- Housewares
  - "Flame-Center" "Avoncrest" Phoenix
  - Aluminum Cookware
    - Non-stick no scour cleaning
  - Tailored Curtains
    - Dacron — Ninon

**SPORTING GOODS**

**Ping Pong Tables**

- 1/4" Reg. $29.95
- 1/4" Reg. $29.97

**Hardware Dept.**

- Power Mower Special
  - Includes grass bag
  - 3 Stainless Steel Blades
  - 3 Free Batteries with all purpose lantern

**Photo Dept.**

**Stereo Console**

- With FM/AM Radio

- **$75**

- 4-speed stereo phonograph system, superior sound quality, FM/AM radio, Balance control, automatic tone arm, illuminated slide rule tuning, 12 FM/AM speakers, speaker stands included

**EASTER EGG HUNT**

Thousands of handpainted, hard eggs to hide in baskets of Gold, Silver and Chocolate eggs

**MARCH**

28

10:00

**FASHION FIRST!**

Outstanding Values!

**SPRING MILLINERY**

- **$3.57**

A beautiful selection of the season's newest styles and colors. Some are gay visors, topped with bright, fun accessories. - In Fashion inspired clusters of multi-color flowers. Each a must for your spring wear.

- **$1.99**

Linen Dept.

- NO-IRON SHEER
- Tailored Curtains
  - Dacron — Ninon

Lovely sheer white curtains, machine washable. Use as a regular curtain or under drapes.
Heart fund sponsors pool exhibition

The Carbondale branch of the Illinois Heart Association is sponsoring a benefit pool exhibition starring the pool great Minnesota Fats.

The event, to be held April 3 in the Carbondale Community High School gymnasmium at 8 p.m., will also feature Anita Rodriguez, who won the SIU pool tournament last year.

Minnesota Fats, who is noted for his statement that he would rather play pool than eat but would prefer to do both, is noted for his excellence in competition pool. He has taken part in many pool tournaments, particularly the world championship held in Johnston City each year. He is also noted for his trick shots, which he will demonstrate at the benefit.

Minnesota Fats has had two TV shows, “Celebrity Billiards” and “Minnesota Fats Hustles the Pros.”

Viet editor on campus this spring

A Vietnamese educator and editor who has been kidnapped and jailed by both the Communists in the North and the Diem Regime in the South will be at SIU during the spring quarter as visiting professor in the Center for Vietnamese Studies and Programs.

Ngheam Zuan Thien, who did his college work in Lille, France, and has taught at Hanoi University and at Civil Engineer College in Hanoi, arrived at SIU Monday according to H. J. Jacobson, center director.

Thien also has served as manager and editor of three daily newspapers in Vietnam.

Brown featured Thursday

“Spotlight on Southern Illinois,” presented on WSLV-TV at 6:30 Thursday night, will feature an interview with singer James Brown. The program is produced by Paul Hayden and hosted by L. J. Hudson.

A film segment on the 4th anniversary of the Murphyborough tornado will be shown, followed by an interview about tornadoes with Frank Bridges, coordinator of the SIU Civil Defense program.

Two members of the SIU Broadcasting service, Harry Mendenhall and Burren C. Roberts, will be honored for their activities in the Shawnee Project.

Burglars hit McDonald’s

The old familiar jingle, “McDonald’s is my kind of place,” apparently appealed to someone as $2,188 was reported missing to the Carbondale Police Monday.

Police were unable to determine how the burglars entered the building. They reported the burglary took place sometime between midnight Sunday and the opening of the restaurant 10 a.m., Monday.
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Bridge collapses with freight train

A Missouri-Illinois Railroad freight train, the Extra 281, plowed through a bridge approach to the Kaskaskia River at Monos, two miles west of Ellis Grove, Monday night, after members escaped serious injury.

Three crewmen, Dan E. Thomas, 48, of Sparta, Jerry Buton, 30, of Couleville and Clifford Ragland, 40, of Sparta were treated for minor injuries and released at Sparta Community Hospital.

As the train crossed the bridge, Thomas, the engineer, allegedly saw a depression in the tracks and tried to stop the train. As the bridge collapsed, the two diesel units fell approximately 40 feet to the east bank of the river.

Major damage resulted to the bridge, Missouri-Illinois Railroad is owned by Missouri-Pacific Railroad.
Father Bill Longust is the epitome of the new breed of college priest, the man with thumping red hair and long, curly sideburns. Father, 22, is widely known on the campus as "Nightwalker" and poet laureate of the folk scene.

Because most of his parishioners are SIU students, Father Longust has adopted what he calls a "down to earth style."

"I've always been around young people and there wasn't much of any adjustment. I had to change my preaching style a little, make it more down to earth, level with these people. The old pious words don't cut it with these kids anymore," the 32-year-old priest explained.

Father Longust shuns the conventional priest's collar, pointing out that it's too confining.

"When you have a neck like mine, a collar gets uncomfortable. Besides, everyone around here knows me. If I have to wear a collar to be a priest, something's wrong," he growled as he shook his shoulder round frame.

Father Longust's "fell it like it was" attitude extends to the pulpit. During Mass, he told the congregation to "go your own way by yourself and think about things. Go by yourself. Don't take your wife and go out to make out. Go by yourself."

According to Father Bill, his parishioners view his somewhat unorthodox style with mixed emotions.

"Some people criticize the down to earth style," he says, "but most people usually like it. I think I've just borrowed some things from an adult level."

One Longust innovation that has met with widespread approval from students in the folk scene is the Sunday afternoon Mass, complete with guitars and folk singers, usually packed the auditorium-like chapel. By the time the Service of the Sr. assignment, the seats are full and people are lining the walls.

"The folk Mass really isn't new," Father Longust said, "but the kids like it better than the conventional Mass. The 3:30 a.m. Sunday Mass in the conservative Mass, I try to please everyone," he laughed.

Father Longust is originally from East St. Louis, Ill., and has been a priest for about eight years. Before coming to Carbondale, he taught English and Latin at the Pontifical College Josephinum, a Catholic seminary near East St. Louis, and taught high school in Belleville, Ill., for one year. He moved to Herrin about two and one-half years ago as an associate pastor before coming to the Newman Center last fall.

Directing the Newman Center takes a lot of the priest's time.

"Get to the office around 8 in the morning, and help schedule appointments most of the day. I have two graduate student priests to help me, but I still have to do most of the running around."

In addition to directing the Newman Center, Father Longust serves on a number of community projects and is chairman of the Southern Illinois Association of Priests. He also says Mass and hears confession every week.

Father Longust stresses that the Newman Center is a place for all people.

"I see the church as a community of God's people. A person has to feel welcome, and the Newman Center tries to form a community where people can come and feel comfortable, according to Father Longust."

"These students are questions about everything, I find that when I'm really on the firing line, I'm convinced a lot of kids would have themselves a lot of grief if they would follow the old rules. What to do for a value system is their biggest problem. So many of their old values have fallen. But I'm really pleased with the kids around here. The majority do a real good job."

### Faculty News Briefs

For the second straight period of competition, Ireland's highest honor in poetry has been awarded to Thomas Kinse, professor of English at SIU.

Mervyn Wall, secretary of the Irish Arts Council, notified Kinse that his "Nightwalker and Other Poems" has been awarded the Denis Devlin Memorial Award for Poetry, 1970, as the best book of poetry in English by an Irish citizen for the period 1967 to 1969.

Kinse's "Nightwalker" was selected in a competition among 40 books.

The award, which has been described as the Irish equivalent of America's Pulitzer Prize, is made every three years. It carries a cash prize of 350 pounds, or about $850.

---

Two SIU educators, Charles D. Neal and Charles R. Heins, are co-authors of a textbook, "Exploring and Understanding Chemistry," written for junior high school classes in general science. A third author is James N. Cummins, on the education faculty at Cornell University, who formerly taught chemistry at SIU's University School.

The book, published in January by Benefic Press, has been adopted by the Indiana State Curriculum Committee and some Indiana schools are now using it.

---

C. William Horrell, associate professor in the department of pharmaceutical education and photography, has been chosen to represent SIU at the Miami Conference of Communication Arts on June 6-8, at the University of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla.

Horrell will be one of a three man panel which will discuss the problems and gains in photographic education in the past and future. The other panelists are Jack E. Fields at the University of Florida and Arthur Rothstein, technical director of Look magazine.

---

Teasie Aguon, an authority on housing and a faculty member at Kansas State University from 1930 to 1968, will be a visiting professor at SIU in the department of Family Economics and Management during spring quarter, according to Betty Jane Johnstone, department chairman.

Miss Aguon received the 1968 award as "Distinguished Older Citizen of Kansas," awarded by the State Board of Vocational Education.

---

John E. Quigley, retired dean of the School of Home Economics at SIU, will be one of three guest speakers at a consumer workshop held by the Nebrasaka Home Economics Association in Lincoln, Neb., April 24.

Mrs. Quigley will speak on "The Educator's Approach to Consumerism." Other speakers will represent government and business. The workshop is planned to give Nebraska educators, businessmen, home economists and consumers the opportunity to discuss consumer problems and their solutions.

---

Eileen E. Quigley, retired dean of the School of Home Economics at SIU, will be one of three guest speakers at a consumer workshop held by the Nebrasaka Home Economics Association in Lincoln, Neb., April 24.

Mrs. Quigley will speak on "The Educator's Approach to Consumerism." Other speakers will represent government and business. The workshop is planned to give Nebraska educators, businessmen, home economists and consumers the opportunity to discuss consumer problems and their solutions.

---

Collar is too confining

"Father is 'down to earth'"
Rando's lab analyzing Mexican ceramics

You can learn a lot from a slice of pottery, if you subject it to all the scientific tests that Robert L. Rando, SIU archaeologist, uses to seek out the trade patterns of the ancient "lost civilization" of the Mayan people.

Rando and his assistants in the SIU Museum of Maya Research Laboratory are analyzing hundreds of ceramic sherds (fragments) gathered during Rando's 1964-65 field expedition to the former Mayan culture center around Palenque in Chiapas, Mexico's southernmost state.

One specialist made intensive examinations of the fragments with a powerful binocular microscope.

Another, a geologist from the Normal Technical University, used a petrographic microscope for detailed examinations of this section, he said.

He also carried out X-ray spectrographic and X-ray diffraction studies of the pottery samples and the clays used in making them, and prepared photographic prints of distinctive thin sections.

A project illustrator has produced some 1,500 pen-and-ink drawings of sherds and restorable vessels.

These technological tests help Rando to determine the probable age of each fragment, what kind of clay was used, what locality the clay came from, and whether the potter had been influenced by some contact with artisans or traders from some other area.

Working in collaboration with the National Institute of Anthropology and History of Mexico, Rando hopes to make a substantial contribution to the reconstruction of the framework of the ancient Maya society.

Mystery instrument

Kristine Forney of the student Art Department, a student from Carbondale, an unidentified student from a collection of North Indian concert instruments on display at Alhfield Hall.

The instrumental exhibit will be shown for two months in the Department of Music on the campus.

The exhibit, sponsored by the University Museum Exhibits division, is the result of a reward of coffee and doughnuts to anyone who can identify the instrument.

Archeological applications due

Students have until March 30 to apply for acceptance into the archeological field school to be held here this summer. The program, sponsored by the Department of Anthropology, will be limited to 10 students.

The field school will concentrate on a program of site location and description for a previously unexplored area of Massac Creek, in Massac County.

Ten quarter hours of credit will be offered for this program. Tuition and fees will be the same as normally charged.

A subsistence fee of approximately $100 will be needed for food and housing.

Campus stoned for 50 cents a ton

By Bill Gordon

Student Writer

Nearly 20 years ago, John F. M. Lomerger started the SIU campus "stoned," and he's still at it.

"I've never kept track of how much stone has been brought to the campus for almost 20 years," Lomerger said.

"But I've been bringing in stones to the campus for almost 20 years."

Lomerger, an associate university architect and associate professor of engineering at SIU, says most of the stones and rocks are from the Caledon limestone that come from the Southern Illinois area.

"Most of the stones come from within 10 miles of the campus," Lomerger said.

"Many of the stones come from the Caledon mill country south of here, and some come from the Little Grassy Lake area."

The usual price for the stone, Lomerger said, is 50 cents per ton.

"We buy it from private farmers that happen to have cliffs and nice stone in a natural setting. We like to get stone that has weathered well and has a good supply of lichen and moss on it."

The most important consideration, when Lomerger goes to choose the stone to decorate the campus, is whether the stone will look natural.

"The stone wall on the southwest side of the University Center was imported from a deep ravine just south of Little Grassy Lake."

"It had the right kind of stratification to make the setting look natural. That's the principal thing, to appear natural. Probably few people ever notice that the stone around the center don't belong there naturally."

"That's the purpose in using native rock—it would be foreign to use red granite from Minnesota, for example. It would be out of place."

Lomerger usually knows exactly what type and shape of rock he's looking for to fit each setting.

"When I go out to get the stone, I know what I want to do. After a few years of looking around the country, you remember different rocks and where they're located," he grinned.

One of Lomerger's rockiest challenges was moving the huge boulder that sits beside the pool just south of the Arena.

"The rock came from the Caledon area and weighed about 150 tons."

"We brought the stone up here on a truck and when we sat it down, it was supposed to be a lot taller. But the way the stone came down and settled on the bed we had ready, it had more of a horizontal slope than we wanted," Lomerger said.

"But we left it that way because it's not too easy to adjust 150 tons of stone."

The first big stone to be brought on campus was to provide a setting for the naturalistic pool in front of Morris Library.

The main stone in the display around the pool weighs 37 tons.

"It blew the tires on the lowboy when we lowered it," Lomerger recalled.

Along with their aesthetic value, the rocks serve more practical purposes.

"It's cheaper to use rocks than it is to place expensive sculpture around the campus," Lomerger said. "And sometimes we use rocks to block cars from sidewalks."

A piece of concrete would look out of place.

"Keeping the rocks looking natural used to be a bit of a problem because students kept moving them."

"When we first started putting rocks around campus, a lot of people painted them at first, but not anymore," said Lomerger. "We don't try to clean the paint off. We try to let it wear away."

The bad thing about painting the rocks is that the paint kills the lichen and moss on the rocks.

"Lichen, I mean," Lomerger said. "It takes about 150 years for the lichen colonies to become established. Lichen are the grayish-green circles seen on much of the campus rock."

"We paint the rocks with mineral water to speed up the lichen process," said Lomerger.

Of course, Lomerger has more to keep him busy than bringing stones to SIU. But as SIU grows, one has a feeling that John Lomerger will keep the campus well stoned.
The rock musical "Your Own Thing" will be presented at 8 p.m., April 2 at the SIU Arena. Tickets may be purchased at the Central Ticket Office, or, during the show, the student body may purchase tickets in person at the Arena. Mail orders are being accepted at the Central Ticket Office. Student prices: $1.50, $2, $3; others: $1.50, $2, $3.

"Your Own Thing"

"Students not ready for heavy stuff,' says student finding SIU difficult

By Mike Ellis

When spring quarter comes around each year, sometimes as many as one-third of the students who enrolled at SIU the previous fall are gone.

Some drop out voluntarily. Others are suspended because of poor academic ratings.

What is the problem? Is the SIU curriculum too out of line with the student's abilities? Is it too difficult?

For many students, it's not the coursework specifically that causes the difficulty. It's the entire college routine.

"Like I wasn't ready for all this heavy stuff when I got to SIU," a student from Chicago said.

"High school was a circus, I didn't go to class half the time and the instructors still gave me the grades, I didn't have to try in any of my classes. It all sort of came naturally."

A good case in point is that of a 24-year-old sophomore who started his "second time around" at SIU in January, 1969.

"At first I regretted leaving school and enlisting in the Army," Michael Williams, from Mushpynsboro, said, "but now I realize for me it was the wisest thing to do."

When Williams entered SIU as a freshman in the fall of 1964, he thinks he faced the same problem that a large percentage of freshmen face—he just wasn't prepared for the college routine.

"During my first year at SIU," Williams said, "I performed poorly. At the end of my freshman year my grade point average was terrible, I was disinterested and uninterested for a variety of reasons.

"I knew I had to serve sooner or later, so I decided to enlist in the army during January of 1965."

Williams spent just 6 months in the country before he was assigned to Germany where he spent the duration of his enlistment.

"During my time in service," Williams said, "I did a lot of serious thinking and my thoughts often came around to school."

"I realize now that I was not ready for college when I finished high school, I don't mean academically, I was simply not mature enough to face many of the aspects of life at SIU. Perhaps it was a lack of self-discipline, but I just couldn't take or maybe I just didn't want to bother."

Williams feels he was defeated by two things during his first year at SIU—the general studies program and red tape.

Basically the general studies program is a good thing, according to Williams, but it isn't "general" enough.

"There is too much extensive specialization in some fields such as chemistry, physics and biology, which do more to frustrate a student than to educate him," Williams said.

While he was in the Army, Williams learned how to get through the red tape, but when he was a freshman he just wasn't ready for it.

"In an organization the size of SIU, red tape is inevitable, but most freshman can't handle it. They don't know where to turn for help when they're in trouble and they get scared."

Williams thinks the general studies program has changed for the better since he was at SIU in 1964, and feels that in a few years it will be even better.

The red tape is thicker than ever, according to Williams, but now he knows a lot of people who know..."
Mustaches, beer are absent

By Glen Macbain
College Station Daily

The setting wasn't the 1890s. There was no beer, no red vests, no mustaches, but there was the sound of four-part harmony and men singing barber shop music.

At the annual Minimum Security Prison on a dreary, drizzly Sunday afternoon, the singers were inmates from the prison, cleansed of sin and dressed in prison garb. These men were being taught the art of barbershop singing by the Little Egypt chapter of the National Society of Barbershoppers (The Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barber Shop Singing in America, Inc.)

The Sunday performance had its beginning last November when a local group put on a performance for the inmates. It was well received, and after the rehearsal Warden Housewright made some inquiries of the members living in Vienna about the possibility of starting a prison barber shop group.

What developed, according to Dennis Malone, SIU graduate student in government and director of the Little Egypt group, was a series of six Sunday visits of the prison.

The group was a little more special than the others because the inmates put on a small set.

In fact, the thought of getting on stage had the effect of keeping some of the regulars away. Malone said that day, according to those who saw it.

It was a light-hearted practice that ensued with amusing fingers pointing to the guilty note misers, conversations about the baritone's worrisome other song with Malone.

The sentiment of truth for the inmates came after supper when the performance began.

The auditorium, which also serves as a gymnasium, was filled with such songs as "My Wild Irish Rose," "Sweet and Lovely," "Honey Little Eyes" and "The Old Songs." Songs with lyrics that talked about the girl who was sweet and nice, everything a girl should be and the values of the old time singing.

If smiles from performers and audience can be taken as positive reaction, then what the warden, the Little Egypt group, and the inmates set out to do was successful.

Words of appreciation were given by one of the inmates after the performance. "We would like to thank all of you (men from the chorus) for coming down and doing this thing for us. We would also like to thank Warden Housewright."

That Sunday, the sixth visit, was to be the last time practice sessions with the Little Egypt group were to occur. During the rehearsal Warden Housewright stopped in to listen and was asked about the possibility of continuing a prison barber shop chorus. His reaction was favorable, and Dennis Malone agreed to continue coming to the prison weekly to teach the inmates.

Housewright gave several reasons for encouraging the group.

"It teaches the inmates the use of leisure time. As far as programming, it gives the men another way to fill up their day."

Housewright also said the men are able to identify with people from the outside community in this way. "These men give their time with no pay to come and help the inmates learn something which is enjoyable to them."

He went on to say that such activity will perhaps carry on over when the men return to civilian life and they will be able to join a group of barbershoppers in the community where they eventually reside or perhaps even start their own group.

If this plan is successful, Southern Minimum Security Prison may be the home of the first prison barber shop group in the country.

Southern Players

Scrapbooks record history

By Louise Swenke
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Like all of SIU, the Department of Theater has a theme this year. An example of this expansion is the 1966 move into the Communications Building. From the 300-seat Dance Studio, barracks T-27 north of the University Center, the department moved into the then newly completed building with its 684-seat University Theater and the smaller, in-the-round experimental theater.

One especially active organization which has moved into the Communications Building is the Southern Players. This growth is recorded by the Southern Players' historian, Bon Eagle, in the week's "A Visit to" "Baciello." The Southern Players' Scrapbook is a modern version of the "Baciello," a book which was the forerunner of the modern scrapbook.

A scrapbook is a book which contains the activities of a group. It contains various items which are then bound in leather or other material and file away some of the memories of the group.

The book for this year's Southern Players is now being kept by Bon Eagle in the University Theater Box Office. The book is open for anyone to look through and see what this year's Southern Players have been doing. It is in the style of a scrapbook, but is actually a book which the Siouan will be proud of seeing if they have an interest in the theater.

Baciello will present Spanish music recital

The SIU Department of Foreign Languages is sponsoring a piano recital by Antonio Baciello at 8 p.m. Friday in the Union Auditorium.

The recital entitled "Four Centuries of Spanish Keyboard Music" will be conducted at the Union Auditorium, presented by the Union Auditorium, presented by Baciello, a Spaniard, specializes in early music of his homeland from the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries. He is especially known for his interpretative talents and has appeared throughout Europe at many important musical events.

The performance at SIU will include selections from the 16th-17th centuries, featuring the works of Antonio de Cabezón, Miguel Lopez, Joan Caballés, Isaac Albéniz and Muchy Falla.

Admission to the concert is free.
Does anyone remember what happened to...

Former athletic greats
By Caploy News Service

Where are they now?

Remember these names?

Oddie Matson—Now living in Los Angeles, the former University of San Francisco All-American, who picked up a bronze medal in the 400-meter dash in Helsinki in 1952, and then went on to become one of the all-time great running backs in National Football League history, is now working as a scout for a New York-based firm, representing athletes who are turning pro. Matson still hopes to catch on as a coach in professional football.

Dick Stanfield—The former All-Pro guard with the Detroit Lions is now living in San Francisco, working as a high school teacher.

Irv Noren—Noren, a leading hitter with the Washington Senators and the New York Yankees, is back where it all started in his home town of Pasadena, where he has his own sporting goods store.

Floyd Patterson—The former heavyweight champion retired to try his luck in Hollywood's movie industry, but has returned to New York and is back in gym training for a possible fight in March or April.

Bobby Layne—The colorful former University of Texas great, who moved on to Detroit and Pittsburgh in the National Football League, handles the quarterback's for the Houston Oilers. Layne also owns a bowling alley, some oil wells, and other properties throughout the Lone Star State.

Terry Baker—The 1943 Heisman Trophy winner at Oregon State earned a law degree at the University of Southern California and now practices in his home town, Portland, and lives in Onewo, Ore.

Bob Kurland—The first of the seven foot basketballers for the Iowa State Cyclones, Kurland is now a vice president with the Phillips Petroleum Co.

Monte Irvin—The leftfielder for the 1951 "Miracle of Coogan's Bluff" team, the old New York Giants that came from 13 games back to win the pennant from Brooklyn, Irvin is working for the baseball commissioner's office in New York.

Jim Losconuff—A forward on the early Boston Celtics championship teams, the former University of Oregon star is coaching the cage sport at Boston State College.

Joe Louis—Boxing's greatest heavyweight champion lives in Los Angeles and Las Vegas, and referees wrestling matches around the country.

Don Scholander—The winner of four gold medals in Tokyo, the former high school sensation now does his swimming for Yale University.

Ben Hogan—One of the all-time greats on the tour, Hogan currently runs a golf club in Fort Worth, Tex.

Don Newcombe—One of the greatest right-handed pitchers in the history of the National League while with the Brooklyn Dodgers, Don is active in public relations work in Los Angeles, and is going into the dry-cleaning business with Dodgers shortstop Maury Wills in the same city.

K.C. Jones—The former star guard is coaching basketball at Brandeis University.

Sam Jones—K.C.'s running mate with the Celtics is coaching basketball at American University in Washington, D.C.

Beau Jack—With eyes failing, the former boxing champion is a show-business boy in Augusta, Ga. Sugar Ray Robinson—Perhaps the greatest boxer, pound-for-pound, that ever lived, Robinson trains between New York and Los Angeles, doing some acting. He is also attempting to set up some government-funded athletic clubs for boys around the country.

Hank Lenart—The general manager of Stewart Chevrolet in San Francisco is best remembered for bringing the one-hand jump shot into basketball while playing at Stanford University.

Bobby Morrow—The winner of three gold medals in track as a senior in Melbourne in 1956, Morrow, who attended Abilene Christian, is still very active in church work while living on a ranch in that area.

____________________________________

Seven Saluki matmen contend in NCAA wrestling meet

By Bob Richards
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

Iowa State and Oklahoma State are the teams which should have a good chance to improve on its 32nd place finish in last year's NCAA meet, according to coach Lin Long.

Seven Saluki grapplers will compete in the 1976 NCAA meet at Northwestern University's McGaw Hall, March 26-28.

The Saluki lineup included freshman Rusty Cunningham on 118, sophomore Jim Cook at 134, sophomore Vince Testone at 142, junior Rich Casey at 150, junior Aaron Holloway at 158, senior Ben Cooper at 177 and sophomore Bob Underwood at 190.

Coach Long said Casey, Holloway, Cooper and Underwood have good chances to place high.

"They've all got excellent chances to place," he said.

In his second year as Saluki head coach, also said Cook is a strong threat at 134, depending on the draw and the individual matches.

Still feeling pain from a February knee injury, Cunningham has been considerably slowed up in practice sessions. "He's having trouble with both his ankles," coach Long commented Long.

Taking a 3-4 record into the meet, Testone has looked strong in his last five matches.

Underwood is 13-1 for the season and could be a dark horse contender for the national championship at 190. His main competition will come from Big Eight champion Ben Peterson of Iowa State; Oklahoma State's Geoff Baum, Oregon's Hank Schenk and Michigan State's Jack Sand.

Cooper is 17-3-1 at 177 and appears fully recovered from stomach a lesion which bothered him for almost three weeks.

"He's got to be in his 3rd year of practice, a real close and conservative," Long said.

Oklahoma State's Gerald Winstead stopped Chuck Jean of Iowa State in the Big Eight meet for the 177-pound championship. Long said both are capable of winning the national title at Northwestern.

Holloway will draw 158 after competing most of the season at 167. Oklahoma's Dennis Brand, pinned by Holloway in a December match at 165, has also come down to 158. Last week he won the Big Eight title. Long expects him (185-1-2) to be a real threat.

A possible darkhorse contender at 158 is Bill Burlington of Ohio University. He recorded a 6-0 victory over Casey this season.

Dropping from 158 to 150, Casey will find the competition just as tough. "He's good enough to place but it will take a lot of mental discipline," said Long.

Carl Adams of Iowa State beat Oklahoma's Mike Grant for the Big Eight title and both figures strongly in the national title picture. Long said Indiana State's Bob Ferraro, Washington's Larry Owing and Pennsylvania State's Claude Pfohl would all be top contenders.

A big reason for a possible second straight national championship for Long's Cyclone squad would be the return of Dan Gable at 125. Underbeat in his last appearance (18-1) he is the two-time NCAA champion.

Long said he thinks Michigan State, a two-time winner over 125, will have its score in nine weight classes. The Spartans are currently only to Oklahoma State who meets this year. He also mentioned small college power Nebraska at Omaha as a contender.

THE LITTLE BROWN JUG

Chef Floyd Harrellson wishes to invite you in for all

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

Wed. — CHICKEN $1.50
Thurs. — SPAGHETTI & RAVIOLI $1.00
Fri. — FISH $1.00

All specials are from 4-8 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
"Thanks for Another Great Term!"

119 N. Washington
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Netmen headed for trip south; snow cuts practice sessions

By Bob Richards
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

"We're playing the best teams yet on this spring trip," said SIU's head tennis coach Mike Keegel. "If we can leave the last snowfall behind, the Salukis netmen plan to catch up on lost practice time by taking on six on the nation's toughest teams in eight day tour of the south. Dave Briscoe at Chattanooga, Florida, Princeton, Miami of Florida, Trinity of Texas, Louisiana State and Tulane in New Orleans. "Princeton will be very tough," predicted LeFevre. "They have outstanding personnel that they have with 12 indoor practice courts, they can work out year-round." The coach also said the Salute team as one of the best, "Trinity has its best man team ever," he said. So McGinley, a younger brother of the famous Chuck McGinley, leads the Trinity team, and is talking about the Saluki's inability to have a constant practice schedule. "Before this snow, we had hoped to get in a solid week of practice," he explained. "We're going to have to go at last week's lineup," LeFevre said, "because we've had no chance for challenge matches." When SIU meets Florida Mar. 21, Fritz Gildemeister will be at the top singles spot, Bill Lloyd at number two, Marky Donigton at number three, Graham Snook at number four, Chris Greendale at number five and Donald Mathews at number six. Doubles teams will be set up according to the same order of the singles player and Lloyd forming the top doubles team. The doubles team lineup is subject to change once the team gets a chance to play. "A good singles player is not necessarily a good doubles player," LeFevre said. He added that if one player happened to play well with another, team ranking would not enter into the doubles lineup. The Salukis will host Murray State Apr. 21 in their opening home meet. Last year SIU earned a 15-2 record with essentially the same team.

In women's Nit

Consolation trophy to SIU

By John D. Thomas
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

The SIU Women's basketball team that failed to win the championship at the National Invitational Tournament Saturday lost to Missouri State University. SIU was defeated Thursday by thirteen points over Missouri of Pennsylvania in the first round of the tournament, and was forced to compete in the consolation bracket because of the loss.

Friday the Salukis played two games. SIU defeated Springfield College of Massachusetts 86-35 and Towson College of Maryland 44-30.

SIU golf team opens season over break on Louisiana tour

The SIU golf team will open the season March 24 against Tulane in New Orleans. The Salukis will compete against Louisiana State University the next day, ending their Louisiana trip during spring break.

The Salukis' first home meet will be April 4 against St. Louis University, Illinois State University and Washington State University. All home meets will be played at Crab Orchard Golf Course.

Lynn Holder, coach of the golf team, has said the team had been set back in practice because of bad weather and handicapped by not having a home course.

However, Holder has three former golfers back on the team from last season--Harvey Holm, Gary Tuck and Dave Perkins--who helped make up for the handicaps.

April 10-11 the Salukis will enter the Mid-South Classic in Clarksville, Tenn., after which they will take on the University of Illinois, University of Missouri and Drake University at Champaign.

"Our shooting percentages were really low," said Claudia Bland, assistant coach, "We out rebounded every game and made Missouri one that was one close." Catherine Christ, assistant coach of the team said, "We probably had one of our best shooting games in the tournament. Playing SIU was one of the turnarounds, and we made stronger on rebounds." Miss West said she was satisfied with winning the consolation championship. The California team which won the tournament was coached by Billie Moore, Miss West was the assistant coach of the SIU women’s basketball team last year.

Robinson invited to Cleveland meet

Alan Robinson, SIU’s All-American basketball player has been invited to run the event Friday in the Cleveland Knights Professional Basketball meet.

Jerry Richley of the University of Missouri has been invited to run at the wire in the NCAA championships in Detroit. Robinson will run in the mile run Friday.

The Saluki thistles had their outdoor season this year with a dual meet at Florida State University.
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Batmen seek warmer weather

By Mike Klein
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

The weather isn't cooperating with the Saluki baseball team so coach Richard "Butch" Jones is going to try to outsmart mother nature.

"We plan on leaving around 11 o'clock Friday morning and hope to arrive at Tulane early enough to get a couple of good hours of practice," the Saluki coach said. Hopefully it won't be raining in Louisiana.

Saturday's games with Tulane and Auburn open the Saluki's 46-game schedule. The spring trip includes 11 games in eight days. Presently, the Salukis are practicing "wherever we can find a place," according to Jones.

Tuesday, the infielders and outfielders ran in the SIU Arena while the pitchers and catchers worked out in the University School gymnasium.

Jones still has two pitching positions open for the spring trip but hopes to have his final selections made by today.

If his foot feels alright, Jerry Paetzold will start the Salukis' season opener against Tulane.

Jones also plans on taking pitchers John Daigle, Dick Langdon, Mike Broekling, Bob Eldridge and Steve Webber on the trip. Webber is recovering from a sore arm and Langdon currently has measles.

Jones said Tulane should be much improved and "Florida State should have a good ballclub. By the time we play them, they will already have played about 13 ballgames. The University of Florida is in the same situation," he said.

The Salukis will also face Auburn. Keeter Air Force Base, William Carey and the University of North Carolina before returning to Carbondale.

The first home game for the Salukis will be Tuesday, March 31 against Monmouth College.

Saluki NCAA title contenders

Vern Dasch
Bob Schoos
Ben Cooper

Aaron Holloway
Rich Casey
Bob Underwood

Mark Davis
Charlie Ropiquet
Tom Lindner

For Saluki gymnasts

All that remain are the championships
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NCAA swimming field tough: Saluki tankers ready to go

Returning Olympians promise to make this year's NCAA swimming championships tougher than ever. Coach Ray Faustick will not be concerned with SIU's placement as much as how his swimmers perform individually.

The NCAA competition is set for the massive swimming facilities at the University of Utah March 26-28. The high altitude in Salt Lake City should not be an influencing factor according to Faustick. Olympic gold medal winners Doug Russell of Texas-Arlington and Mike Burton of UCLA lead the returning swimmers from members of the 1968 United States Olympic team who missed last year's NCAA competition.

To no one's surprise, the Indiana Hoosiers should walk off with the championships again this year. The big battle will be for second. Coach Faustick cited Southern California, UCLA, Michigan, Stanford, Ohio State and Southern Methodist as some of the teams to watch.

"I'd say that we have seen three of the top ten teams in our dual meets this year," said Faustick. Those three squads were Indiana, a 62-42 winner over SIU, Michigan, a 66-32 victor and Ohio State.

"We've been very happy to finish in the top fifteen," Faustick said. He said his team was coming around.

"They've got a terrific attitude and I think they're ready."